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trail j
students'
paintings
vandalized

as the money rolls in

fundraising explored
by kevin russell

Seven student created oil

"Excuse me sir but could you please direct me to the office of University

paintings hanging in Jones Hall were

Relations?"

slashed with a sharp object sometime

"Yes .. (pause). Why don't you check the main floor in Howarth, ... er

over the weekend.

maybe you should go to Jones Hall, but then again maybe it's in the Alumni

The vandalism was discovered at

House. On second thought, no. I don't know, sorry and good-bye."

3:15 am Sunday, by a patroling

There is indeed an office of University Relations. But the office, per se,

Safety/Security person. The paintings

will not be found in any one location, but in several.

were displayed on the first floor.

Prior to 1973 when Dr, R. Franklin Thompson was president of the

After the discovery they were taken

university, he also had the official title of chief fund raiser. There was no fund

down and placed in the

raising department as such.

Safety/Security office.

When Dr. Thompson retired from the presidency and assumed the role of

The matter was referred to the

Chancellor, Dr. Philip M. Phibbs became president of UPS. He decided to

Tacoma Police Department.

coordinate fund raising techniques with university relations and formed a

Artists whose work was destroyed

department.

were Lynne Jacobs—one painting,

In 1973 President Phibbs decided to hire professional consultants to help

Steve Gehkre—one painting, Mitchell

make the transition from an individual fund raiser to a department. Every

Kane—one painting, Sarah

university has acess to professional consultants in matters such as these.

Waldo—one painting, and Chris

Barnes and Roche, a Philadelphia firm, were hired to make a feasibility

Woodruff—two paintings.

study of the university by surveying students, faculty, and administrators. In

Art professor Bill Colby said the

December of 1974 they recommended a list of institutional priorities to the

paintings were total losses. In most

Board of Trustees who in time approved and adapted these priorities.

cases, the slashes were so big they

They were: unrestricted endowment, library acquisitions, equipment and

couldn't possibly be repaired. He

computing capability, learning skills laboratory, special academic programs,

estimated the combined value of the

lower division college, endowed scholarships, academic and career counseling,

paintings, for insurance purposes, as

recreational facilities, student center remodeling, faculty compensation,

$1,700.

endowed professorships, faculty development and research, land acquisition,

Last Monday, all the other

landscaping, 16th street parking, and the Law School Building.

student paintings were taken down

Out of the adoption of these recommendations, the Office of University

by the artists as a reaction to the

Relations was created. Included in this office are the Development

vandalism. Colby said that in time,

Department (Howarth —H121), headed by Shirley Bushnell; Public Relations
(H-108), directed by Joan Lynott; Alumni Relations (Alumni House), lead by

more art works will be put up after

A student's slashed painting.

photo by Jody Ingle

time passes "to get over it."

Artists' opinions on page 7.

Director Jean Cooper; Director of Annual Giving, L. McTien Anderson
(Jones-J-113); Assistant to the President for Deferred Giving, Barry E. Smith
(J-101); Communications Director, Mary Webber (H-121).
Seated over all departments is Dale G. Bailey, Vice President of University
Relations (J-113). Dr. Thompson as University Chancellor is in charge of

v.d. and birth control services available

grants from "friends of the university" and works in conjunction with the

by kathy thurin

All UPS women do not use birth control,and Johnson

office of University Realtions (No. 1 Washington Plaza, Pacific National Bank

Quality medical advice and care for birth control and

has encountered three or four unwanted pregnancies in

venereal disease is available free from the UPS health

the last month and about a dozen annually. When this

services according to Dr. Robert Johnson and Dr.

occurs, the doctor offers, the alternatives of keeping or

building, but is set up in a manner where all departments work as a team.

Kenneth Pim.But if students are aware, then they are not

aborting the baby. Although UPS physicians do not

Their main objectives are to increase gift support, build endowments and fund

utilizing this service as much as they could.

perform abortions, they do supply sources for obtaining

Building).
The Office of University Relations does not work out of one particular

other priority needs of the institution, while simultaneously, getting people
involved in the university and making UPS known regionally and nationally.

...main objectives are to increase gift
support, build endowments and fund
other priority needs of the institution...

_

Deferred Givings are gifts such as charitable remainder uni-trusts, bequests
and other forms of estate plannings.

Johnson and Pim offer counseling and advice on all

them at clinics both in and out of Tacoma. Johnson views

methods of birth control. Johnson characterized himself

abortion as "a relatively safe, reasonable alternative to

as "a crusader for the diaphragm." Diaphragm fittings for

giving birth, provided the student understands all

UPS women are available at the health services.

implications—emotional and physical."

Johnson says both he and Pim oppose the intrauterine

The health services do quite a bit of screening for

device (IUD), mainly for safety reasons. The IUD is a

suspected VD, providing cultures for gonorrhea and blood

small coil placed in the uterus by a physician. There is

tests for syphilis. They diagnose only a few cases of

insufficient information concerning how it works, but it is

gonorrhea each year, and according to Johnson, syphilis
has been very rare in the 18 years he has been at UPS.

Annual Givings are those gifts donated by Alumnus, parents, and/or friends

known that it acts as an irritant, making the user more

of the university. The Office of Alumni Relations helps the Annual Giving

susceptible to vaginal infections. It is not as effective as

Less seriousvenerealdiseases and infections transmitted by

department by keeping in contact with all possible alumnus. The importance

other forms of birth control.

sexual intercourse are much more common here.

of this alumni-university relationship is two fold: first the breadth of

The doctors also prescribe the pill with the

Students are urged to seek advice from the health

participation from each alumni and second, having alumnus make it a habit to

appropriate warnings about immediate and long range side

services, and are assured complete confidentiality by the

give a small gift each year. So that in the future where an alumni attains

effects.

two doctors.

financial stability he or she will retain a relationship with the university and
donate generously to the institution.
Another type of giving would be called Capital or Major Gifts. Two types
of major gifts are (1) "expendable gifts"—those which are used for programs

flu

finally subsides

or facilities that may be spent or used up and (2) "endowment gifts"—income

by kathy thurin

usually in the form of dividends from invested funds that is derived from

The flu epidemic which affected the UPS campus

donations.

during January and February is finally abating. Dr.

An unrestricted endowment would be one in which the university had

Kenneth Pim said in an interview on February 20, that

complete control with no stipulations while a restricted endowment is one in

he thought the epidemic had peaked the week of

which the donor designates it's purpose, i.e. endowment professorships,

February 7-13. However, probably due to the number

endowment scholarships and library acquisitions.

of new, unexposed students arriving for spring

The Development Report not under the relations office includes the
following: Assistant Director Debbie Frank; Research Specialist, Barbara

semester, what was thought to be the beginning of the
end was just a lull in the storm.

Simpson; and a Gift Processing Assistant, Carol Cooper (and their respective

The health services saw more students with flu

secretaries, clerks, photographers and typists.) Gift Processing is in charge of

symptoms during the week following the interview,

receiving and acknowledging all gifts to the university.

than at any other time this year. In the last two weeks

Director Shirley Bushnell along with Vice President Bailey and university

the number of cases really seems to be decreasing.

relations office work together in the gifts and identification of prospects

Esther Landon, school nurse, expects this trend to

through research, and finding the stress of interest for those prospective

continue until the virus-caused illness is gone from the

donors.

campus.

Dr. Kenneth Pim of Health Services.
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que pasa en las casas de las lenguas ?

jockcloset jimmied
At 12:22 Monday afternoon,

by howard bowman

March 8, a faculty member reported

flagging. Since the general requirement was dropped in '72 we are seeing a

that a sweat suit valued at $25 was

smaller but more interested group of students".

"Ils sont ouverts pour la nouvelle annee, les maisons de langues".

stolen from his locker in the

For 1975-76, UPS Language Houses are developing a growing interest in

Referring to new non-departmental classes, Rocchi feels encouraged. "We

foreign language communication. According to Director Michel Rocchi, there

offered two new classes, this year, Business German and Advanced French,

are approximately 75 to 80 people directly or indirectly involved in the

both based upon basic communication goals." The conversation groups at the

program.

language houses, he says, "fit in well with the library's new

"We now have three language houses on campus," Rocchi reports, "one
German, one French, and one combined Spanish—Italian". The UPS Living

Women's Gym. The locker was

hotdog leaves divot

audio-lingual section." "And the student-residents are supposed to converse in
the target language continually."
Student Director Judy Martinson also feels encouraged by the achievement

Language program's stated goal is to bring a living language operation into the

At about 1 am Sunday a sports

of the program. "I feel there's less friction among residents than in a

academic context.
"The language houses are useful in the expansion of the UPS language

dorm ... people with the same interests are brought under one roof." But

program says R occhi. "We are slowly moving into modern

Martinson. defers a little over conversation time. "In Hammond we speak

audiophonic-conversation methods as well as literature", he says. "And the

German about 15 percent of the time, but the figure is probably greater in the
French or Spanish House."

year we are beginning a new language-linguistics major.

car drove past a Safety/Security
person on patrol and across the lawn
between Todd Hall and the tennis
courts, damaging the turf.
Safety/Security personnel followed

Immediate goals for the language Houses include April 13 Language Day

The language houses started in 1972 as part of the honors program's old
Commencement Bay campus. After three years on campus, there are now 14

the tracks to the car's parking place

preparations, and building increased language awareness and integration.

near Union Ave. The driver and

"There are business, religion, O.T., history, and english majors involved in

persons in he three homes. Traditionally considered for language majors, the

passengers' names were taken. The

our conversation groups for outside students", says Martinson. "These are one

houses are evolving into different uses.
"It is interesting that only two or three out of the 14 residents in the
houses are language majors", states Rocchi. "But not that language interest is

Angel Flight and the Arnold Air Society at UPS have

approximately 20 members.
Girls interested in joining Angel Flight go through rush

worked for the improvement of campus and community

during either fall or spring semesters. March 18 is the date

since their beginning in 1962.
Arnold Air Society, a selective Air Force ROTC cadet

for the first spring rush party. Page said that they are

organization, sponsors Angel Flight, an honorary service

time for activities.

looking for girls interested in service work who will havP

organization for women, on college campuses across the

On January 31 and Febouary 1, UPS Angel Flight and

nation. Service projects are done together or

Arnold Air Society co-hosted the 1976 Annual Area H-2

independently to fulfill their goals.

Conclave in Seattle. Over 200 members of Arnold Air

Membership in Arnold Air Society is restricted to

Society and Angel Flight from eight schools in

cadets enrolled in the ROTC program. According to Mike

Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana attended the

Redley, Arnold Air Society commander, "members are

two day conference. UPS Angel Flight received the Area

interested in doing more for ROTC."
Angel Flight's objective is to aid in the progress of the

conclave.

Award for an Outstanding Pledge Program at the

Arnold Air Society. They are associate members of the
Arnold Air Society but have no military committment to

Beginning in April, UPS will be Angel Flight
headquarters for the next two years.
refreshments at university meetings and ushering

Commanders lead the groups and all other members are

• • • • • CIF

basketball and football games. During these events,

®

•

0 0 0

• • 0 • • •
-

Angel Flight's campus activities include serving

given ranks such as majors, captains, and lieutenants.

Arnold Air Society members can be seen working in the

However, Arnold Air Society ranks differ from cadet

parking lot. Together they sponsor a campus blood drive

rank.
The name Ralph Brown precedes formal names of

each semester.

both groups. This is to honor Chaplain Ralph Brown, a

work at Madigan Hospital, Ft. Lewis and Tahoma

UPS alumnus killed in the Korean War.

Terrace Retirement Apartments. The two groups also

Currently Arnold Air Society has 63 members, about

Music!
Enhance it.

•

the Air Force.
Both have a military structured chain of command.

60% of the UPS ROTC cadets. UPS' Angel Flight has

matter was referred to Student
Court.

hour a week for each language and extend over a wide range of topics with our
varied languages backgrounds."

angel, arnold work together
by lynne brown

forced open.

Angel Flight makes monthly visits and does volunteer

Marantz it.
With 75 Watts minimum RMS power per channel, at 8 Ohms,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.25% Total Harmonic
Distortion ... the Marantz Model 2275 Stereo Receiver does just

sponsor clothing, canned food and toy drives on campus

that. With just about every feature you can think of to help it

for needy members of the community.

along. Like the Marantz Phase-Lock-Loop FM Multiplex Demodulator for maximum FM stereo separation and minimum distortion. The Variable Turnover Tone Controls provide a flexibility
for contouring the sound, far superior to anything before available. Plus, there's a unique Dolby De-Emphasis Switch for use
with either Dolby or standard broadcasts. The Pre-Out Main-In
Jacks permit convenient use of any external device such as an
equalizer or electronic crossover. We can say a lot more about
the Marantz Model 2275, but if you come in and see for yourself.... we think the 2275 will say it all with its performance.
Try all those front panel features and control that music the way
you want it.- We think it'll do just what you want it to. Because,
like us, the Marantz 2275 aims to please. Come in and put it
to work.

Regular $649.95

Sale $549.95

mawailcibmianz
We sound better

Lunch , Dinner and Cocktails
Entertainment Featur ig

LOUIE AND THE ROCKETS
50'• & 60's Rock 'n Roll - March 9 - 13
COMING MARCH 19th & 20th - THE GREAT PRETENDERS

In Old City Hall
'''•:Y6t1rVluit Be 21 To Celebrate

7th & Pacific
After 8 P.M.

N.,

J

Villa Plaza - 10323-B Plaza Drive SIN
Tacoma, .. Washington 98499

582-3600
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professors may be drifting from classroom
by kathy thurin

diverted damsel
deemed delirious

The effectiveness of the aides varies tremendously depending on individual
students and methods, according to Dean Davis.

Friday afternoon, March 5,

.

Are students being cheated out of their professors' time through the

"If you've got a good student, then there are great benefits to breaking the

Safety/Security personnel turned a

uncontrolled practice of using students as regular lecturers and discussion

class into smaller groups." Many times a professor becomes too accustomed to

female non-student over to Tacoma

leaders in some classes?
Is payment to these aides valid utilization of student funds?

teaching the same material numerous times and finds it difficult to convey

Police Department off icers, who

each day's lecture as an extension of previous material. He may have lost sight

transported her to Puget Sound

of the building process of learning.

Hospital and into the care of a

Who benefits most from this practice?
Many students are attracted to UPS by its promises of small classes taught

Dean Davis said in this case a student discussion leader interpreting and

by qualified professors, even at the freshman level. As a freshman this reporter

explaining the material can help other students see the learning process. The

never encountered a course that was not taught exclusively by the professor

aide becomes a model whose level of understanding seems more attainable to

with the one exception of a General Biology lab. When confronted this

the students in the class.

Mental Health Examiner, said a
Safety/Security spokesman.
The girl was noticed leaning out
the third floor window of

semester With twO classes which were conducted one day each week by more

Generally, student opinion doesn't agree with Dean Davis.

Anderson -Langdon Hall, talking

advanced students in paid positions, the question of the extent to which these

Two students in economics said they tried to avoid discussion sections led

crazily to herself. When confronted

student resources are used became particularly intriguing.
Speaking to individual professors in various departments revealed a

by graduate students because, although they seemed adequately informed on

by Safety/Security personnel she sat

the subject, they were lacking in teaching and discussion skills.

down on the floor and told them she

multitude of obscure details and one obvious generalization: If there are any

In the lab sciences students have a few more positive comments. In the

was talking to her dead baby. She

University guidelines concerning the use of non-career faculty to teach classes,

University physics lab, assistants "seem to know what they're doing and really

attempted to run away and was

no one is aware of what they are or how they are implemented.

watch out for our safety," said a student. The physics aides are primarily

caught on the landing between the

,

Academic Dean Thomas A. Davis said each department makes a budget

upperclassmen working in paid position. The professor usually introduces the

first and second floors. The T.P.D.

request for student assistants. It is up to the department to decide how these

labs and the assistants prepare materials and stay throughout the lab to answer

was then notified.

funds are used.

any questions.

For example, the art department may employ students who prepare clay

The Chemistry labs are run the same as the physics labs, and those students

for use in class, but these employees don't interact with students directly;

questioned seemed satisfied with the procedure. In addition, senior chemistry

whereas the chemistry department employs chemistry majors to assist its

majors are expected to volunteer one night a month to serve as tutors for

professors with the actual instruction during the lab section. The decisions are

underclassmen. Everyone benefits from this system without putting a great
imposition on the seniors or using departmental funds. In the math

made entirely at the department level.
According to Davis, the major responsibility for quality instruction lies

department, the tutors are paid and also work correcting tests.

-

within each department. The University sets certain standards, but leaves it up

Having aides to correct objective-type tests ideally allows professors more

to individual departments to meet them. Direct control is fluctuating and in

time for their students. When discussion leaders are required to assign a grade
to other students' participation in their group, problems shouldn't arise

many cases, almost non-existent.
Davis said it is assumed that evaluation of student aides is included in the

assuming the leaders are competent and honest. Some students may object to

student evaluation of each course. Although the evaluation form has no

being graded by other students, especially considering the lack of control and

specific questions concerning student aides, the invitation to comment on any

evaluation of the student aides.
One social science professor though said readers for essay-type tests are no

aspect of a course provides the opportunity to assess these people.
Dean Davis said that complaints regarding student assistants should be

longer used due to student complaints. He considered employment of students

directed to the instructor. If he is difficult to approach or brings

as "a reward for outstanding achievement, but now employment seems to be

unsatisfactory results, the student should then to go the department chairman

based on need rather than ability." He said using students as discussion leaders

and finally, Dean Davis.

was "legitimate with graduate students.

McCANN'S
MOBIL SERVICE
So. 12th & UN ION
752-5303
WE SERVICE AMERICAN AND FOREIGN CARS
*TIRES *BRAKES *LUBRICATION *BATTERIES
*TUNE UP *WHEEL ALIGNMENT
*ALL MINOR REPAIRS
SERVING UPS 10 YEARS
GO LOGGERS
The Students and Faculty who Trade Here
Are the Best

Pete's Foreign Auto Repair
*Major Repairs on All
Foreign Makes
*Credit Cards Accepted
Including Mobil

,

At Big 6 Service

&Proc to r

*Tune-up for Spring Break

Ith the real ing. o e.
llottlod undo, tha authority of Th. Coca Colo Company by

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Tacoma, Wa.
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what does tacoma get?

theatre opens

•

asarco receives
5 year variance

with a pop
c-Aaw
°" ES2,
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by peter orser

,'.

delved into the realm of environmental politics.

5-7,
-.-.—
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The Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency (PSAPCA), ASARCO, and

7.1&

the environmental lobby convened last month to make a final decision on a
proposed five year varianceconcerningthe extension for polluting control.

'-',••••
..<
,,•

In the spring of 1975 ASARCO requested a three month variance, but were
denied by PASPCA as well as the state appeals board. In spite of past

-1-6

t,
?:_-•
---. „--.-- '

..'

I

without revisions or compromises.
The most important impact to Tacoma is that the citizens, have placed all
control and monitoring has been placed in the hands of ASARCO. The group
will be responsible for monitoring systems, regulation of pollution control
devices, amount of chemicals released each day and in general control over
Tacoma's health. No ony knows for sure how arsenic emissions will effect
citizens medically, yet a five year variance was granted. Many northend
Tacoma children have two to three times the normal urinary arsenic level. In
three years medical technology may understand the association between
arsenic and cancer much better; however ASARCO would still have two years

tsW.

OF --C".k

Gables Theatre chain recently held a
gala re-opening celebration of the
Lakewood Theatre. Friends in the
community were treated to

cs \
,
t(E
ELT
—r—o t-A-)

exclusive showing of Charlie
Chaplin's The Gold Rush.

champagne, hors d'oeuvres, and an

The movie house was originally
opened in 1936 as a live theatre and is

.c,...
__
e------..._--,--__.--,_,
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theatre circuit in Tacoma--the Seven
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There's a new addition to the
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decisions, PSAPCA turned around and granted the smelter its five year request

Cav, PLC
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ASARCO, the American Smelting and Refining Company has once again

by dennis johnson
and jane weber

complete with an orchestra pit,
nursery and luxurious lobbies. The
building is marvelously restored and
is reminiscent of a grander era.
On a regular basis the Lakewood
Theatre will feature such avant-garde
King of Hearts, The Man
films as
Who Skied Down Mount Everest,

to operate per normal, according to their variance.

nominated for Best Documentary;
and Scent of a Woman, a hit at the

Os

Many people feel that environmentalists do not have a case because

C.

ASARCO is putting in three million dollars of arsenic pollution control.

1975 Cannes Film Festival.

However, ASARCO may be putting in a baghouse collector for arsenic

Of special interst to insomniac

particulate emissions, but extensive research has begun to show that arsenic

cinemaphiles are the 100 cent

vapor is far more hazardous to one's health than particulate matter.

midnight movies to be shown every

Today, there are no known means to effectively trap arsenic vapor. The
real question that still remains unanswered is, how much of ASARCO's

Friday and Saturday, sponsored by

emissions are vapor and how much are particulate?

KISW Radio (FM-100). The first of
these features will be the ultimate

Most people of Tacoma are concerned with arsenic, but sulphur dioxides
are also of crucial environmental concern. For example, many people have

midnight trip, Stanley Kubrick's

grown content with their yellow lawns; this is due to sulphur dioxide fallout.

classic

Theseemissionswhen mixed with water in the atmosphere, undergo a chemical

screening on March 19 and 20.

riaction which converts sulphur dioxide to tiny droplets of sulphuric acid.

2001: A Space Odyssey,

The Lakewood Theatre promises

This is certainly a hazard, however ASARCO according to their variance is not

to provide receptive Tacomans with

required to put additional sulphur oxide controls in the plant beyond their

many an entertaining evening.

present 45% control, and are therefore certainly not volunteering to do so.

e--

ASARCO's methods in the hearings were indirect at best, although

man models

obviously effective. During each session the auditorium was packed with
ASARCO employees each thinking that every environmentalist was out to get
—

his job. Naturally, everytime ASARCO's opposition spoke, they were

7.--.
—

5—
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overwhelmed by boos and hisses.

-

It is this authors opinion that those public voters, in an election year, had a

L_,vE5 I0,0,3 vtflob

profound influence on the board when most board members campaigns center
on the job market.

gloves for
alpha phi

interest to sign a "John Hancock" to the statement below. An appeal is in the

John Spellman and Wes Uhlman were flagrant examples of odd situations

works right now, primarily centered around the legality of Regulation One

that took place. Neither has ever shown up for a meeting until this ASARCO

ARticle Seven. ASARCO has unlimited resources with which they can defeat

controversy. It is quite interesting that they are both expressed gubernatorial
candidates and voting members of the board. The mayor of Tacoma, Gordon

Saturday evening, March 6, a
female Alpha Phi House resident
reported that a male, approximate

an appeal. Therefore, public support becomes the key factor in facing this
issue.

age 45, exposed himself to her
through a window on the north side

Johnson also changed his previous position with regard to controlling the
smelter and voted in favor of the variance.
It is my opinion that this controversy in part dealt with the job situation,

If interested, mail or deliver the signed statement to Jeff Bland, UPS
chemistry department office no. 234.

and if they had not supported ASARCO their election chances would not be
very promising. The fact is the Department of Ecology was in support of a one

mom imm lo ■

of the house, at 3614 N. 14th. She
said she had heard some noise at the
window, looked up and saw a man

mool Immo mm mon-aom.

standing there wearing only a pair of
I gloves.

year variance, and was instructed by the governors office not to attend.
I have followed the Tacoma smelter controversy and am not

An interesting deviation in standard procedure was illustrated in the fact

satisfied with the recent granting of a five year variance to ASARCO

that ASARCO wrote their own variance. Each position naturally wrote up
their respective proposals. When ASARCO was granted their variance, it was
the very one they had drawn up. They got absolutely everything they wanted,

. Both

the Tacoma Police

Department and Safety /Security

by the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Board. I am expressing

oftice were notified. A search of the

my concern and unhappiness in signing this statement.

area failed to turn up the suspect.

hands down, no problem. This deviation itself warrants an appeal.
Name

The Tacoma environmental groups certainly did not want to eliminate the

COPII
Cf111Plf
COPY

Address

smelter entirely; they supported a one year variance. This provided for a

Phone number

review of ASARCO after a year, a chance to change certain stipulations after
one year instead of five, and it would place the burden of proof on ASARCO.
As it stands now, the people have no control, and they must prove a
deficiency in the smelter, rather than having ASARCO prove its worth. Most
environmentalists feel that if the five year variance is going to stand, ASARCO

BUYING SUPPLIES

should have an environmental impact statement done, publish a compliance
schedule, and let the board review their progress, taking into account any new

Familiar or New,lt Helps to Have
A Reliable Source

medical or scientific breakthrough. Somehow, ASARCO left this out of their
variance proposal that was adopted verbatum.

Serving the Community From

Undoubtedly, these points are interesting aspects to the present

Downtown Tacoma Since 1899— -----

controversy. However, the most frightening is that the Puget Sound Air
Pollution Control Agency actually came into direct violation of the law in
granting the variance. The law is Regulation One, Article Seven of the Clean
Air Act which stated:
The State Clean Air Act and Regulation One require that variances for
more than one year can be granted only until necessary means for prevention,
abatement, or control become known and available.
Hopefully, this explanation of the sorry situation has drummed up enough

Open 9:30 .5:30 Mon — Fri

I

Sat 9:30 - 5:00

CHRISTENSEN
1124 Broadway Plaza

ARLETT

272-46

VIE COPY YOUR
EXISTING LENSES
& REPRODUCE
THEM IN SMART
NEW FRAMES•
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and ait day Sat.
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florida : primal scream
by malcolm turner

o7the campaign trail

How is it possible that I can lose both my sanity and my supper watching

the Florida primary returns? Well, I just can't help it. It is, I am afraid, a basic
reaction, a presidential primary primal scream that reflects the level of
political degeneration we have all suffered.
Yes, folks for is that ya'11) Mr. Carter won. His clear, bright Pepsodent smile

'Pa]olympia: nowhere fast

blinded the voters to his customarily vague promises, and like David, he led
them headlong into his political trench.
I still don't understand what makes Jimmy run-or even win. Carter has

by penny drost

failed to be consistent on any major issue, in fact, about the only thing we

On January 15, 1976, just a few days after going into

know there will be some House bills coming over to the

session, the Washington State Senate announced it was in

Senate. They may be important to some people, but they

grows peanuts for a living.
Wallace, who tried his darndest to ride that battered old vehicle of

high gear and ready to work out answers to the state's

won't receive quick consideration."-- and you have just

race-school busing to victory, suffered trouble on the road. The school bus had

school funding crisis. They warned the House to be ready.

been exposed to the crux of the matter. Who's going to be

always, in the past, proved to be his best means of political transportation. But

On March 5, 1976, several weeks after going into session,

the hero, the House or the Senate, and more importantly,

that same Senate was not only in low gear, but about to

the Democrats or the Republicans?

this time it failed.
Even against fellow southerner Carter he was expected to fare well in the

know for sure is that he thinks he can beat Ford, that he is a Christian, and he

run out of gas--and admitting defeat. Senate Ways and

Ego division between the D's and the R's is politically

voting. Wallace, as we all know, has pulled off more unexpected victories than

Means Committee Chairman Hubert Donahue (D-Dayton)

understandable, not noble or circumstantially correct, but

a hooker pulls off her blouse at a one-night salesman's convention. But Wallace

called for his fellow solons to "abandon our school

understandable. They are pitted against each other during

funding hopes" and go home. "The longer we stay, the

the campaign, and people go to the polls blindly voting

couldn't pull this one off.
Maybe the wheelchair has robbed him of that past macho appeal that made

more the taxpayer will suffer. If we adjourn, the

for the 'man and not the party', only to find out that

him the favorite among southern and conservative voters. Maybe everyone

Governor will yell foul along with the Washington

competition is never transcended during the course of our

wised up, finally understanding that Wallace has one real affliction. He suffers

Education Association, but at least the taxpayer will be

state's business.
On the other hand, the 'I'll take my toys and go home'

from political lockjaw; he successfully echos the seamy side of the early

protected," he said.

1960's and makes them sound like freshly discovered gold from a virgin vein.

Quite apart from the fact that funding education is

attitude existing between the House and the Senate is

indeed a tough issue to resolve in light of the many

absurd, but its is solution much easier, and many have

alternatives offered, the inability of the powers that be to

proposed it--a unicameral legislature. We may see this

his conservatism on the international scene are a bit too confusing for the

come about if we ever provide for a Constitutional

average Florida voter.
This is not to say that Jackson's stands on issues like detente' and busing

decide on house cleaning measures to be employed first,
and the unpopularity of additional taxes from any source
for any purpose, remain the ultimate problem.

Convention.
Meanwhile, school districts throughout the state

So what happened to Jackson, who ran third?

I

am inclined to feel that

Jackson's much heralded (mostly by him) liberalism on domestic issues, and

and the rest of them are in that great a conflict. It is to say that, to the

Two remarks by Senate leaders may lend perspective

continue to spend thousands of dollars and as many

non-naked eye, if Jackson were a bumblebee, he would spend most of his time

here. Senator Robert Bailey (D-South Bend), Democratic

man-hours seeking support for what our Constitution

Caucus Chairman, said in response to Senator Charles

states to be the legislature's paramount duty

stinging his own face.
Carter, fresh from Dreamland, is the perfect political escape. The confused,

Newschander's (R-Lakewood) proposal for a state-wide

our young.

Add to this the following statement by Majority
Leader Senator Gorden Walgren 1D-Bremerton)--"We

educating

the worried and the misunderstood run under his umbrella, seeking warmth

One wonders where the sense in all this lies, especially

special levy: "I am pleased with Republican input; we
(The Democrats) will try to work it into our plans."

-

and aid from the gritty black dirt of national politics and policies.

after this last weekend when the House voted to raise

It is safe, perhaps, but it is deceiving. It is false security, a buffer against

their salaries from $3800 a year to $10,500. If you are

the hard decisions of this age.
That, I think, explains Ford's number three victory over challenger Reagan.

asking yourself, "For what?", you are not alone.

Ford may stumble down plane steps and get run into by kids in used Buicks,
but then, don't we all. Actors are too far fetched; we want easy answers from
easy men, i.e. Ford and Carter.
The problem, and the main irritation, is the fact that hard issues are not
being explained, only fought over. Positions are avoided, not taken. The game
has become a bunch of good, simple, decent farm-type folk beating on
dead-horses called issues-right out of the 1960's.
It is most bewildering. My suggestion is to tape all the "statements" by all
the candidates and save them until next January 20th.
By then we can all recall the fond memories of this campaign, sit down to a
big bowl of Fritos, and have the nervous breakdown we will, by that time,
richly deserve.

final primary returns
All voters were allowed to vote for two candidates in
each of the executive categories.
ASUPS PRESIDENT

Total

Tunnels SUB

Chris Carletti

51 ... 225 ....276

Scott D. Nelson

86

Jonathan Warner

18 .. 148 ....166

• • .

107

.

.. .193

7 .... 46

Richard Ubik Brooker

53

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Three candidates for ASUPS President, Johnathan Warner, Chris Carletti, and Richard Ubik Brooker spoke at last
photo by ted parker

week's KUPS Candidates Forum,

Fred Grimm

28 • • . 227 .. ..255
73 ... 172 . .. .245

Bruce Reid

64 ... 123 .
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. .
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. . .

.244
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Eileen Galt

55 ... 189

Jim Brown

86

•

13

•

Tamara Gross

23 -

John Hatcher

business staff: ann hunt, ted irwm, dennis johnson, torn

pantley

. .

223

.. 116 ....129
•

.. 96

.

.119

All voters were allowed to vote for 10 senate candidates.
SENATE

-

ONE YEAR TERM
90.249

Doug Gillespie
Terry McKellar

63.201

.

.. .339

....264

Craig R. Allison

55 ...,199

Lloyd Zimmerman

64 ... 167 ..

Jeff Jahns

43 ... 175 ....218

.

David Jahn

68

Merry Joffmeyer

33 ... 170

.

Gregg Rodgers

52 ... 146

.

Gordon Buford

37

Judson Watts

57

Charlie Hamilton
Bill VVampler

i1/44

.. 137

.

.. .254
.

.231

.. 142 ....210
.

.203
.198

. 160 ... .197
.

.. 122

52 ... 124

.

.. .179

. . .

.176
.1

ta

. . . su6r4
Receiving write-in votes for the senate were George 3
M1 ateli
. c1h,3 3Todd

Teresa Townsend, K im Draley, Matt Cane, Peter Grimes, Dave Strecker, Rob
Johnstone, and Keira SkaliskY.
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fee lack causes cutbacks

edops
primary winnows candidates
The ASUPS primary
elections held last Thursday and
Friday produced few surprises in
terms of winners and losers. The
front-runners for the executive
offices, and how they placed
could be easily predicted.
However, the finals, which end
today, are a bit harder to
predict.
That Chris Carletti and Scott
Nelson would be the top two
vote getters in the presidential
race appeared clear to many.
They are the candidates who
have experience in student
government and who know
people (which may be good or
may be bad, depending upon
what those people think of the
candidate).
My feeling before the
primaries was that Carletti had a
narrow upper hand. However, he
surprised many by defeating
Nelson by 83 votes. Nelson was
almost eliminated from the
primaries by Jonathon Warner,
whom he defeated by 27 votes.

With an 83-vote lead over
Nelson, Carletti captured the top
spot in the first round.
Jonathon Warner ran a close
third in the vote count and the
direction his constituents take
may perhaps be the deciding
factor in the presidential race.

to whom will Hatcher's and
Gross' votes go. Galt appears to
have a fairly solid base of
support; however, it may be
hard for her to hold her margin
against Brown in the finals. This
one could be a photo-finish,
also.
A lot of factors make
election predictions complex.

In

the
executive
v ice-presidential race, John
Campbell pulled off a narrow
victory of 10 votes over Fred

One factor particularly
confusing in this election is that
in the primary, voters were
allowed to cast a ballot for two
candidates for each executive
office. It's hard to say to which
candidate the voters' real loyalty
lies.
A few final comments. First,
be sure to vote in the finals,
today. You can vote in the finals
even if you didn't vote in the

Grimm. Bruce Reid trailed
Grimm by 58 votes. This is a
difficult race to predict the
winner. . Statistical averages
reveal that the candidate who
places second in the primary
usually wins in the final election.
However, Campbell is a hard
campaigner and a well-qualified
candidate, who may continue to
hold his lead over Grimm. This

primary. Secondly, vote for
those candidates with the time
and energy to serve you in
office.

one could be close.
Eileen Galt held a narrow
lead over Jim Brown for the
office of Business
Vice-president. John Hatcher
and Tamara Gross both trailed
far behind. The question here is

analysis

mike purdy

•

•

mudslinging mars race
So now we may throw down our ballots, roll
up inside our posters, and bid a quick farewell to
the now defunct campus campaign of 1976.
It was, I am sure, one of the hardest fought,
and bitterest campaigns in many a memory. Hard
fighting in any campaign is admirable.candidates
should work hard for their jobs. But the
bitterness-the dirty tricks, if you will-is a bit more
than some voter's consititution can take, not
speaking fo the ASUPS constitutions.
It began as one of those academized exercises
in participatory democracy. It moved swiftly into
a gutter fight as candidates, and the general voting
public, privately and publicly, began in organized
and some unorganized "dirt"sheets, whispering,
and generally attempting to destroy any
semblance of the real life campaign for public
office.
By primary time, things \here white hot, voters
charging to the polls to vote down the candidate
of their choice. Because of that, apparently, is the
name of the game: elimination.
It is a sad commentary on the so-called
educated college student that they spend most of
their time trying to find "the goods" on those
candidates that they don't want in office,
something like overweight Bon-Bon eating
housewives that prow: around the local
supermarket checkstands so they can get a glimpse
at the latest made-up headlines on the front of the
National Enquirer.
This is not to say that we should not all try to
find out where our candidates stand on the current
issues. All of us have a responsibility to be
w■set,
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responsible "in our own place and time."
But the levels of incompetence in the selection
of those who lead, we must remember, reflects on
the sheep that follow. Yes, I said sheep. In fact,
and I do not intend to prima-donna myself out of
this general catagory, most of the good voters on
this campus have lead rings in their noses large
enough to drive a Mack truck through.
The Election Board, in their eminent wisdom,
is truly devoid of lead rings-and wisdom and
judgement in this campaign. Candidates, in some
cases, go on wild spending orgies, allowing
"friends" to spend huge amounts, in goods and
services, on their behalf, and then turning in
expenditure reports of 15 cents. The fact that these
candidates have posters plastered around like silly
putty in the playroom is cleverly ignored.
Lets face it - you can't take the "politic" out
of politics, but you sure can revamp the election
committee with people of some better judgement,
revamp the election code above the level of a
primer for corrupt campaigning, and make smear
sheet vendors responsible for their products;
answerable to the charges they make.
It is urgent and important. If we don't do it
now, I shudder at "real" campaigns in a few years,
where most of us, schooled in UPS politics, think
that Mickey Mouse is running for the U.S.
Senate-and believe he lives in sin with Minnie.

opinion
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Next year admission price on movies and boogies will be up from
25 cents to 50 cents.
Tamanawas will be published in magazine format, if at all.

Fewer speakers and entertainers will come to campus.
KUPS will cease broadcasting.
The reason for all this will, of course, be lack of funds.
Earlier this year, ASUPS officials tried to get a proposal to
increase activity fees—from $18 to $25 a semester—past the student
senate and to the Board of Trustees for their stamp of approval.
The move caused a lot of outcry in the pages of this newspaper
and among students. Some students started a petition drive to get
the fee increase proposal on the ASUPS election ballot.
As it turned out the trustees postponed their decision on the
matter and the proposal was put on the ASUPS General election
ballot this spring.
This is the way it should be. If the students are going to pay a
higher activity fee, then they should certainly be able to vote on it.
But, I fear a vote will be the kiss of death for the increase.
This year inflation caused increases in tuition, books, supplies,
food, just about everything. These were increases the students had
no say about. It was pay or don't go to school.
Now, seven dollars isn't very much money. It's miniscule
compared to the costs most students are paying for their education.
Still, when students are given the chance to vote on an increase I
think they'll reject it as a matter of principle, whether it be $3, $7,
or $25. A sort of futile protest against inflation.
As it is now the ASUPS activity fee is much less than that of
many other colleges. It would remain lower even with the. increase.
This past year ASUPS had a hell of a time coming up with a
workable budget. Many worthwhile organizations, that depended to
some extent on ASUPS funds, were cut. Their screams and
complaints could be heard all over campus. Yet there wasn't
anything that could be done, the money just wasn't there.
Next year looks much worse. I don't envy the future ASUPS
President. He will have the most bloodcurdling job of any elected
student official..
TRAIL printing 'costs will go up. So will office supplies,
equipment repair, as well as all the other goods and services student
government uses. And ASUPS will have the same amount of money
as this year to cover it all.
A decision w ill have to be made over whether to cut some
programs to maintain quality in others or to just equally decrease
funds to every program. I doubt anyone will be happy with either
alternative.
karl ohls
campus news editor

editorial

fsu corrects record
Dear Editor,

with

In the February 27, 1976
issue of the TRAIL, Scott
Nelson was reported to have told
the Black Student Union that
one of the reasons for his

very important for people to

proposal of Shirley Chisholm
instead of their favored speaker
Jesse Jackson, was because the
Feminist Student Union
"wanted her."
To set the record straight,
the FSU has never discussed
having Shirley Chisholm as a
malcolm turner speaker either in a meeting or

Scott Nelson. We feel this is

understand since Nelson ' s

the
TRAIL, pits the FSU and the
BSU against each other in the
struggle for the financial
resources controlled by Nelson.
The FSU supports the efforts of
the BSU to have the speaker of
their choice. We do not wish to
be (mis)used in Nelson's
conflicts with that organization.
statement, as reported in

feminist student union
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A perinenent addition is being made to the temporary
Occupational Therapy Building.
Brought to UPS after WWII, the pinkish barracks-like
structure, on the southern edge of campus was designated
"temporary facility."
Almost 30 years have come and gone since that designation,
but not the former rickety Army hospital.
By knocking out several walls, putting up some dartitions,and
scrounging a few desks, the edifice is also permanently to
become the "temporary" home for the new Physical Therapy
School.
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paintings raped

one might as well destroy the artist
Imagine a rare tree of grace
and fragrance which opens its

Hall. Previous to this paintings in
Jones Hall were defaced, and

have to put all remaining art
work behind bars? I heard it

fruits of ripeness on this one

some even stolen from an office.
Last semester paintings were
slashed in the painting studio.

works on Pacific Avenue pawn
shops. The aesthetic song that

Is nothing sacred? For a
person to destroy a work of art,
one might as well destroy the
artist. The paintings which once

the artist is what ,,ve are dealing
with. The artists are sharing their
emotions. This is more of a
philosophical and moral look.

occassion. Your admiration
takes you towards this beauty of
the individual tree. You caress
the smooth bark; as the sap of
the tree runs covered to the core
of life. You tighten your hands,
for security of sharing its total
lovliness, around the outreaching
branch. You jerk violently down
and snap off the whole beauty.
That once in a lifetime creation
is but now dust; the ashes of a
research paper that took several

Dear Editor,
On behalf of Sandy Waldo,
Mitch Kane, and myself, I would

vital requirement for entrance to

years to compute.
There was once a place where
the expression of individuals
could be enjoyed daily. The first
floor corridor of Jones Hall was
in terms an "Art Gallery" for a
limited number of works
(paintings, prints and ceramics)
which were created by both
university students and teachers.
Only last weekend the art

graduate school).
This obviously was not your

work in Jones Hall was
unprovokedly attacked. About

like to thank you for literally
destroying four of our paintings
which were hanging in the
hallway of the first floor of
Jones Hall.
Knowing that you destroyed
in seconds what took us years to
develop and weeks to
accomplish must give you a hell
of a lot of satisfaction. You will
probably take heart in knowing
that some of the paintings you
slashed were among our finest,
and were to be used in the
future for graduate portfolio's (a

debut to the art world, as

half a dozen paintings were

paintings were slashed and
materials were destroyed last

slashed either late Saturday or
early Sunday morning. I am not
trying to give you a new term,

misery in seconds

semester in the painting studio's.
Being as sick as you are, you no
doubt will strike again. When
you are caught by the proper
authorities, I hope they are as
kind with you as you were with
our valuable paintings. Sleep
well, knowing that you made
school officials, and three artists
very miserable.
chris woodruff

such as "slasher", to describe
campus activities to your friends
or family, but a word which
brings true sorrow to this
Universit y . Isn't it good to know
people can do anything they feel
like doing?
I am personally involved in
these last rages of lunacy; one of
my paintings was abstracted
beyond repair. By last rage I
refer to last weekend in Jones

Friday night, April 2, the
annual Washington State Young
Democrats State Convention
opens at the University Towers
Hotel, in Seattle.
enthusiastic,
Large,
delegations of YDs from
throughout the State will attend
this election year event, taking
part in the only organized

students, teachers,
administrators and people in
general. This opportunity for
people to look at that art will
never appear again. Students are
thinking over the incidents and
comparing them to the safety of
their paintings before displaying
them defeating the purpose of
art, man and expression.
These paintings were more
than just a visual enjoyment to
the artist, to them there was a
past; more important a future.
It's known in all of life,
especially art, one must show
examples of work to graduate
school boards and MFA
commissions to further
education, but it is well known
that paintings with holes in them
do not go over well with these
art school acceptance boards.
The tragedy that has
invaded the beauty of these
works is indeed a crime against
the whole community. The
beauty which was felt in the
minds of those that observed has
stopped. Art is indeed the oldest
known outlet of expression and
discovery for man. Will UPS

article regarding the BSU Speaker appearing on the
front page of the last TRAIL issue.
In the statement I made to your reporter, a
remark relating to the Feminist Student Union was
misquoted. Furthermore, the remark was made as
a sidelight to the main issue of the interview which
was that Jesse Jackson is a poor risk as a speaker.
The comment in fact made reference to our
continuing attempts to bring a feminist speaker to
UPS and our hopes that we might have had some

abmornal running down a hall
raping paintings - speak up; it
means something.
It's your freedom of speech
they're objecting to. The
security of the building is not to
blame; the school is not to
blame either. There is no one to
blame, but those that discovered
their own form of expression.
I hope people do not feel
sorry for those that got their
paintings destroyed, rather have
pity for those that do not
understand what they destroyed.
Artists work hard; damn
hard.
The joy of sharing discoveries
in the UPS community may
soon end. The us,?less
destruction seems unfair to the
entire university. Now, art work
may not even venture farther
than the artist's studio.
mitchell eric kane

sincerely,

of an artist, but hopefully,

clara p. sound

process, and to making this a
better society in which to live.
Because of facility space
limitations it is necessary that
those who desire participation in
our Convention contact me
immediately in order to assure
that they are able to take part.

(

1\11-( ¼LLCA uz¼H -

sincerely yours,
noel p. shillito
president

cooperation between BSU and FSU on speakers
since we suffer from such a limited budget.
The lectures budget has been expanded
somewhat by a good return from the F.Lee Bailey
event, and we anticipate having two more large
lectures this spring The first may be a film and
lectures series by members of the JacquesCousteau
organization. Further events will be announced.

wrerl
thank you.
scott d. nelson
asups lectures chairman
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nelson corrects corrected record
I would like to point out an error in your

aware. If you notice something

ASB sponsor a contest to update
the Loggers Logo? I'm not much

et:

Dear Editor,

should remind people to be

Dear Editor,
someone will be inspired to
It's consciousness-raising
time. Why doesn't the TRAIL or design a new logos sans sex bias.

young democrats invite participation
devoted solely to
activity
increasing immediate political
participation by us - the younger
members of this society.
If you desire a NOW
involvement in the decisions
governing the remainder of your
life I invite you to participate in
our Convention. You are sure to
meet many young people
committed to effecting the
political decision-making

escape into culture's songs for

People's attitudes in the art
field at UPS are becoming sort
of reshaped with the future.
There are definite thoughts of
"What's going on?" These
attacks upon helpless paintings

new logger logo needed

edops again
Dear Student Leaders:

lined the now bare walls of
Jones Hall were a pleasant

carries a joyous experience of
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'a particularily sensitive tenor'

goleeke to sing tonight
The University of Puget Sound School of Music is pleased to present Dr.
Thomas Goleeke, associate professor of music at UPS, and one of the most
active of Northwest voice teachers, in recital, tonight, March 12, at 8:15 pm in
Jacobsen Recital Hall on campus.
Dr. Goleeke has performed extensively on the West Coast, including five
appearances with the Oregon Symphony in Portland, frequent performances at
the annual Carmel Bach Festival, and many solo appearances with local groups
such as the Tacoma Choral Society, Tacoma Youth Symphony, and the annual
Brotherhood Concerts, He also has given many recitals on college campuses,
and will be giving a series of recitals in California this spring.
Wherever he sings, Dr. Goleeke receives critical acclaim. The Palo Alto
Times calls him " ... a particularily sensitive tenor."

The San Francisco

Chronicle said, " Goleeke sang it magnificently . . . he was an inspiration
to the entire performing group." The Victoria Daily Times speaks of Goleeke's
tone as " ... full, richly resonant and admirably controlled ... he sings with
temperament and significance."
Friday night's program is an example of the excellent variety of music
offered in his recitals. It includes works by Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Faure,
and songs from the Civil War. A special highlight during the evening will be the
performance of Four Fragments for Voice and Piano, written especially for
Dr. Thomas Goleeke and his son Glenn enjoy practicing a duet together. Goleeke will be performing tonight at 8:15
in the Jacobsen Recital Hall.
photo by cheryl doten

Dr. Goleeke, by Dr. Lawrence Ebert, of the UPS music faculty.
Dr. Goleeke's accompanist will be Dr. Edward Hansen, also of

the UPS

music faculty. He and Dr. Goleeke have frequently worked together on

anthony art awards announced

recitals. In addition to teaching at UPS, Dr. Hansen is organist and choir
director of Plymouth Congregational Church in Seattle, and is widely known
as a concert organist.

by teresa tarter

philosophy used in rating the pieces, Herschbach replied

On Sunday, March 6, the second annual Anthony Art

that each judge responded to a work in terms of his own

Awards Show in Kittredge Gallery was opened to the

personal taste. Herschbach stated that he was satisfied

public. This show displays the work of UPS art students,

with the panel's decisions.

and should not be missed by other interested students. It
will run through March 21.

Yet there are some questions that could be raised
about several aspects of the show. For one thing, UPS

The Anthony Art Awards, organized by UPS German

takes 30% of the price of each piece to go toward the

professor Dr. Robert Herschbach, are open to entries by

scholarship fund. This is nearly one-third of the price, and

all art students. Each piece entered must be for sale, since

seems inordinately high when most students having work

the purpose of the show is to raise funds for art

in the show need money themselves. When the school

scholarships. The show was then juried, and monetary

takes such a high percentage it forces the students to set

prizes were given in several categories.
The Anthony Award, which goes to the best piece in

higher prices on their work, and these higher prices may

the show was given to Sandy Waldo for her painting,
"Summer Shower." She eplso received a check for $25.

the fund-raising purpose of the show.
The judges of the show are another aspect to be

The recipients of 1st place awards in other areas were

considered. There were only 4 judges, so a split 2-2 vote

Dana Nunnelly and Cynthia Jefferson, drawing;Fumiko

caused ties in three of the 1st place award areas.

keep buyers from purchasing the pieces, thus defeating

Kimura and Sandy Waldo, painting; Edward Coffin,

Why could there not have been 5 or 7 judges,

printmaking; John Taylor and Steve O'Loughlin,

including some women, in order to avoid such a problem?

ceramics; and David Munen, sculpture. Each of these

In addition, the judges themselves were not all

students received $20. Thomas Batty, Fumiko Kimura,

professionals in the field of art. Most of the student work

Edward Coffin, Kim Lyle, and Jack Kirk were given

in the show was on a high level of serious art, but the

honorable mention.

professionalism of the pieces themselves was not matched

Dr. Robert Herschbach, who conceived the idea for

by a high level of professionalism on the part of the

the Anthony Awards, sees the awards as an incentive for

judges. The panel tended to lean toward the traditional

students to produce quality pieces. The show gives

conservatism of "nice" pieces, rather than choosing some

students an opportunity to display and sell their work, as
well as to help build a scholarship fund for future art

of the more creative, gutsy work. One feels that the

students Dr Herschbach believes that students responded

for their living rooms, rather than looking at each work's

more enthusiastically to the show this year than last,

value as good art (the two are not necessarily

judges looked at some pieces as if they were buying th e m

saying that the show is more "nicely balanced" this year.

synonymous). Perhaps having more judges who are

He hopes for continued improvement in the quality of the

professionally involved with art would help alleviate this

show.
Herschbach was also responsible for appointing the

conservative tendency. Art faculty from the University of

judges, who were UPS Dean Thomas Davis, UPS art

Washington, PLU, or Evergreen State College could be
invited to help jury the show. Such a move would help to

professor Dr. Ronald Fields, Dr. John Moore, an art

maintain the quality and prestige of the Anthony Awards.

collector and local dentist, and Herschbach himself. In

Despite the problems within the show's organization,

selecting his judges Herschbach choose men he knew

the Anthony Awards Show is an excellent collection of

personally, people whom he felt were qualified through

UPS student work. When visiting the show, stop in and

their previous experience with art. He attempted to

see the Buchanan and Maki prints on sale in the adjacent

achieve a panel of judges that would represent a

Hill Gallery and Fireplace Room. Proceeds from

cross-section of the community. When queried about the

sales also go to the scholarship fund.
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cinder season opens
oy man mc cully
The University of Puget Sound

sports

He and sophomore Randy Moon

track team opens their 1976 outdoor

should give the Loggers a great deal

track season with an invitational

of strength in the high, long, and

meet at Bellevue C.C. tomorrow

triple jumps.

afternoon. The Loggers have already

Other

Logger strong-points,

participated in the WSU and UVV

according to Peyton, will be the

Invitational meets this year, both

hurdles and distance running events.

indoors.

He is counting on Bill Hines, Roy

Head coach Joe Peyton has some

Armstrong, Lloyd Zimmerman and

32 cindermen on the squad, including

Randy Moon in the hurdles, and will

10 returnees from last year's squad or

rely heavily on members of the

the year before. Coach Peyton also

highly rated cross-country team for

welcomes assistant coach Guy Renfro

success in the distance events. Some

to the Loggers in his first year as

of those runners include Brian

assistant track coach at UPS.
The Logger schedule shows UPS

Brouillet, Dave Richard, and Leon
Bombardier. One of the

in seven dual meets and six

Northwest's top 100 yard and 220

inyitationals. The first home meet is

yard men returns for UPS in the form

not until Saturday, May 8, against

of sophomore Calvin Saunders.

George Fox College. The season ends
on May 27-29 with the NCAA Finals.

Coach Peyton sees the schedule as

Mark Wells, the Loggers' top

being routine, and expects good

returning point man from last year's

things from this year's edition of the
UPS track team.

squad, has been elected team captain.

crew needs people
It is not too late to turn out for

as a team of their own.

the University of Puget Sound crew
teams if you start right now.
Men's crew, coached by Bill

The first regatta for both the men
and the women will be March 27 at
Washington State University.

Kalenius with the assistance of Vern
VanHouten, has 16 men turning out

The crew coaches feel there is

on the water six days a week.
Four women are working out

more enthusiasm and progress being
shown this year than in the past but

with the men but they will have

it is too early to really tell how the

separate schedules and represent UPS

teams will do this spring.

The Logger baseball team took its first spring practices next to the Fieldhouse in the parking lot.

sportsworIci features mckay

weather slows ball club

Don't miss Colleen McKay, this weeks guest personality on
SPORTSWORLD. Colleen is sports editor of the TRAIL. She's just completed
by torn alien

another basketball season, and competes in various other athletic activities.

The weather, or more precisely the lack of favorable

One of the Logger's biggest problems could be in the

She'll discuss with Ty Morris this year's womens basketball campaign,

skies and warmer temperatures, might have had an

pitching department, which graduated star lefty Gregg

sports editor criteria, future of UPS athletics and voice views on the
involvement and future of women's athletics.

indirect say in matters last weekend, as the University of

Bemis, now making a bid for a spot on the Minnesota

Puget Sound baseball squad opened seasonal play with a

Twins' roster, after a stint with the Triple-A Tacoma

pair of doubleheaders at Lewiston, Idaho.

Twins last year.

The Loggers, defending North Pacific League

Righthander Kyle Nelson, a transfer from Green River

champions, dropped all four games to Lewis-Clark State.

Community College where he posted a 13-0 record, was

The warriors took both games Saturday by identical

counted on by McGee to become the ace of the staff. But

scores of 6-3 then turned around and scored four runs in

an arm problem has sidelined him for three weeks, and

the seventh inning of the first game Sunday to win 4-3.

McGee said he will not return to full action for some

Lewis—Clark swept the weekend with a 10-5 nightcap

time.

decision.

sophomore Dan Besett (8-3), who compiled one of the

mentor, has established a winning tradition at UPS, and

best records ever for a freshman at UPS will receive much

this year his squad is recognized as a strong contender for

of the work.

Last year, the Loggers recorded a 20-4 league mark

"Dan (Besett) was an exceptional freshman, one of my
best," said McGee. "He definitely has a lot of hope, but

and a 28-13 season record and placed third in regionals

like everybody on the staff, he needs lots of work to be

at Arizona State University.

effective."

However, it has been the weather that has caused most

Other pitchers include returnees Bob Campbell, Scott

of the concern for McGee, who has had trouble getting

Gunderson, Larry Janowicz, Doug Holderman, Jim

much-needed practice time.

Turrell, transfer Tim Parker from Shoreline, and a pair of

"Lewis—Clark is where we should be in seven weeks,"
McGee said. "They are a good team, but they have been
outside practicing.
"The weather here has been too cold and our
practicing outside has been limited to the parking lot next

In the outfield, Rob Kraft (.326 and 25 RBI) and Ray
River), leftfielder Ralph Oliver (San Diego City College),
and Rod McHattie are the newcomers.
Designated hitter Don Papasedero, who was named to
the All-Nor Pac team a year ago along with teammates

in Idaho were exactly what I expected."

Reeves, Lawson, and Draft, hit near .400 for the season.

Puget Sound, a two-time winner of the Nor-Pac

Speed seems to be an added ingredient to this year's

League, will concentrate a major portion of its efforst this

club. The Loggers successfully executed 10 steals in 10

year on league play, since the NCAA will award the top

attempts in the weekend series with Lewis—Clark. They

finisher an automatic berth into the Division I Rocky

totaled only 34 steals for the entire season last year.
However, power could be a question mark as long ball

McGee expects a - strong challenge for the league title

hitter Dan Bossyut (6-3, 215 lbs.) from Edmonds

this year from revamped Portland State, Boise State, and

withdrew from school prior to the start of the season.

usual power Gonzaga. The latter finished second to UPS

Nick Papini, who clouted 14 round-trippers and won

last year.

three games with last inning home runs, has graduated.

Potentially, the Loggers return one of the top infields

Puget Sound will compete next weekend in the annual

in the country. But it was costly infield errors that did the

Banana Belt tourney March 19-21 at Moscow, Idaho. The

Loggers in against Lewis-Clark. Robin Hill, leadoff

Loggers' first league action will be April 3 and 4 against

hitter and second baseman is back after being redshirted

Gonzaga and Idaho at Burns Field.

ago. Jim Turrell and Steve Lawson anchor third and

McGee said that the key to early season success is

TECNICA BOOTS
JUST ARRIVED
BASIC CLIMBING
CLASS STARTS
MARCH 16

competition.

shortstop respectively, and Tom Dickson returns at first

"I just hope this team doesn't rest on its laurels," he

base. Transfer John LaCross from Centralia is a top

added. "Other teams don't think we are for real yet, and

reserve. Ron Reeves, who hit a two-run home run in

there is no reason for us to become complacent now."

Saturday's second game, is the catcher.

BACKPACK ER
MOUNTAINEER
CROSS-COUNTRY
SKIER

Krumpols are the returners. Centerfielder Ron Gee (Green

four games without being very well prepared. The games

last year after he suffered a dislocated shoulder two years

FOR THE:

freshmen Rod McHattie and Steve Thomas.

to the Fieldhouse. We just got our uniforms and played

Mountain Regionals.

PROFESSION AL
EQUIPMENT

With Nelson out of the picture for the time being,

Coach Jack McGee, in his eleventh year as the Logger

the NCAA major college title.

Hear Colleen this Sunday at 6:15 on KUPS and get the opinions she has
formulated from her unique position in college athletics.

Now all he needs is a break from the weather.

TACOMA 786 COMMERCE 572-4857
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swimmers face nationals
bycolleenmckay
The Logger men's swim team ends
its 19th year of intercollegiate

very

high

in

the

national

competition.

swimming next weekend with the

The 400 medley relay should also

NCAA Division 2 Championships at

place with its 3:38.9 time, the second

Springfield College in Springfield,

fastest medley relay time reported in

Massachusetts.

Division 2.

Coach Don Duncan says, "I think

Coach Duncan has hopes of

we have a very good chance to do

placing high in other events as well.

well based on our times during the
year and how we looked in our taper
Two University of Puget Sound

returning after a year in Division 3,

swimmers have the fastest recorded

was national champion two years

times in Division 2 in the nation in

ago. Cal-State Northridge, billed as
the favorite, is defending national

their events.
Dan Seelye has clocked a 53.61 in

champion. They have many

the 100 backstroke and a 2:00.19 in

swimmers back from last year and

the 200 back. Russ Wigglesworth

also had a good recruiting year.

swam a 2:13.5 200 breaststroke.

Cal-State Irvine and, host, Springfield

Both these swimmers should place

College will also be hard to beat.

intramurals

The Logger bench looks on as Coach Don Zech directs action on the basketball court.

loggers cold against a.i.a.
In a final tune-up for the NCAA Division 2 Regionals,

The Loggers had one of their worst shooting

the University of Puget Sound dropped a 75-69 decision

performances of the year, hitting just 28 of 81 shots for a

to Athletes in Action last Sunday night in the Fieldhouse.

miserable 34.6%. UPS also only shot four free throws,
their lowest single game total of the season.

The Loggers fell behind early to the former collegiate

Several teams should provide the
toughest competition. Chico State,

period."

men's basketball results
B DIVISION

A DIVISION
Tort Feasor 46 - Union Pacific 44
Subchapter 45
AWT 67

-

-

Muff Divers 36

Law School C 53

McSorley AC 42

-

Blue Duck 39

SAE C 39- BFD 37
Phi Delt B 32

-

Killers 26

Ward Smith 47

-

Sigma Nu C 42

stand-outs, before tying the game at 51 and 53 with about
ten minutes remaining in the second half, on shots by

The game was a non-counting exibition game because

Curt Peterson and Tim Evans. But from there the Loggers

of Athletes in Action's AAU standing. So the Loggers

couldn't find the range and ALA broke open the game

close out their regular scheduled season with a 22-7

with a 22-6 scoring binge.

season tally. Center Curt Peterson entered the regionals

women's volleyball results

A.I.A. forward Tim Hall led all scorers with 21 points,

leading the team in scoring and rebounding, averaging

Fourth Floor won over Alphi Phi

while Peterson led the Loggers with 19 points and 10

21.5 and 9.2, respectively. Tim Evans led the squad in

Gamma Phi won over Hawaiians 1

boards.

assists with 102.

Alpha Kappa Gamma won over Theta II

'

•
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Come to the Annual

St. Patrick's Day Party

All Day Wednesday March 17
UPS trackwomen take off in a timed workout.

*). Super Schooner of
ih
Green Beer 30c

women's track starts
The University of Puget Sound women's track team
has begun preparations for the 1976 season scheduled to
begin March 20 against Pacific Lutheran University.
Coaches Louise Gorsuch and Nan Seed have about 25
girls on the squad,- in what is essentially the first year of
the program (Last year only six members were on the
team/.
Gorsuch, who will also compete as a middle distance

Corned Beef and Cabbage
Served All Day (&-\

Division 2 championship last Friday
and Saturday at North Dakota State
University.
Patton, a senior 118 pounder,
won his first match with a 10-4
thrashing of an Old Dominion
wrestler, and advanced to the second

Returning from last year's squad are Gorsuch, Kathy

round. But then he was beaten 11-3

Corrigan, and Alice Sigurdson. Corrigan will be a top

by the eventual national runnerup

distance runner for UPS, while Sigurdson is expected to

from Mankato State. He then lost his

be strong in the shot put and discus.

elimination match, 8-6.

Top-notch sprinter Sue Kendall, a former Angels

Other key performers for UPS include Kathy Shaw in
the hurdles, Betty Andrews in the middle distance runs,
and Jeri June in the long distance races.
Six meets have been scheduled for the squad, which
will be followed by the regional meet in Boise on May 7 &

8, and the National Championships in Kansas on May 14

,84 15.
3 .

Johnson competed at the NCAA

coach girls in the field events.

Logger field in the 100 and 220 yard dashes.

524 North K (near campus) MA7-9884 r

University of Puget Sound
wrestlers Wolfrom Patton and Joey

runner for UPS, will coach the runners, while Seed will

Track Club member and AAU sprinter, should top the

Don't Miss This Great Annual Event

wrestlers compete

Johnson

,

a 1 2 6 pound

sophomore, advanced to the winners
bracket with a bye, before losing in
Friday's second session. It was the
first trip to the national tourney for
Johnson, who has two years of
wrestling eligibility remaining.
California State-Berkeley placed
first in the championship event.
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plea from c&ta 401
"The students of C&TA 401 ask whoever removed Dr.

geology dept. plans spring trip

Clavadetscher's copy of Leonard Doob's PUBLIC

For only $75 you can spend spring break in San

OPINION AND PROPAGANDA from the C&TA office, J

Fransisco. The price includes transportation, as well as

321, to PLEASE return it for a reward 1$51, no questions

room and board for 35 paying nogen..Anyone interested

asked. It is the class' only copy of a major and

in participating in this geocultural tour should contact the

out-of-print textbook for the course.

Geology Dept. at ext. 3129 and leave name and phone
number.
"non-gendered persons

parapsychologist featured
Dr. Bill Arneson, a Ph. D. in Parapsychology from the
University of Washington, will be the featured speaker at
Intersection from 7-8:30 pm this Tuesday evening in the
Kilworth Chapel Lounge. His field is ways of inducing
Friday 12 March

altered states of consciousness, and he will introduce the

Campus Flick; Young Frankenstein, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB
UPS Law Women's conference "And Justice For All," all day, Mc006

field from a psychological point of view and then lead us
in "A Non-Thinking Aware State of Consciousness."

Usha Mahajani "The Politicazation of Women in Southern Asia," 12-2 pm, J303
Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge

recipes wanted

TRAIL meeting, 8 pm, Anna & Mer's
Faculty Recital: Tom Goleeke, 8:15 pm, Jacobsen

Do you have any old family recipes handed down for

Germaine Greer, 7:30 pm at Clover Park High School Gym
Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge

generations--the kind that say, "a pinch of this, a dash of
that?"
The University of Puget Sound home economics

%Saturday 13 March

department is searching for just those recipes for a special

Campus Flick Young Frankenstein, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB

summer course of "Salvaging Great Grandmother's

UPS Track: B.C.C. Invitational

Recipes." Purpose of the class is to adapt them to

Stevie Wonder's B'day 11950)

standard measurement, metric measurement and
microwave cooking if possible.

Sunday 14 March

Please send recipes to the home economics department
at UPS.

Modern Meditation, 10 am, Kilworth
Albert Einstein's B'day (1879)
Senior Music Recital: Bruce Denecke, Organist, 4 pm, Kilworth

Q

Honors Colloquium, Gail Wentworth: "Infra-red Astronomy", 7 pm, McCormick room, Library
Anthony Awards Student Show, 2 pm-4 pm, Kittredge

lames loyce featured
There will be a James Joyce meeting today, Friday

Monday 15 March

March 12,4 pm in Jones 204. Papers on Molly Bloom will

Ides of March

be presented. All those interested in Joyce and/or

Ry Cooder's B'day (1947)

"Ulysses" are invited.

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge
Tuesday 16 March
Campus Flick: Reefer Madness, 6:30 & 9 p.m.
Spring Break Outdoor Rec. meeting, 6:30, SUB Lounge

financial aid offered

Agape Fellowship, 7 pm, Rm 1, SUB
Intersection, 7 pm, Kilworth

booklet from the Rotary Foundation of Rotary

The office oi Financial Aids recently received a
International which outlines the eligibility requirements

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge

of students wishing to apply for Rotary Scholarships or
Fellowships. This booklet is available to all students

Wednesday 17 March

desiring more information. Details concerning these

John Sebastian's B'day 11944)
St. Patrick's Day

scholarships and other financial aid matters can be

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge

obtained from the Office of Financial Aid, Jones 108.

Thursday 18 March

spur rush begins

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge

Spur Rush starts on Friday, March 12th. There will be
a meeting at 3:00 pm in Kilworth Chapel Basement for

Friday 19 March
Campus Flick: Jesus Christ Superstar, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB
Lakewood Theater Midnite Flick: 2001: A Space Odyssey, $1

all Freshmen applying for membership; girls and guys.

UPS Baseball - Banana Belt Tournament, Lewiston ID

March 15th through 19th.

Interviews will be held in dorms and living groups on

University Chamber Orchestra, 815, Jacobsen
Anthony Awards Student Show, 9 am-4 pm, Kittredge

graphic art competition slated
The Arts Directory Committee of Allied Arts of
Seattle is holding a competition to select a cover design
for their 1976 Arts Directory: ACCESS: THE LIVELY

kups programming schedule

ARTS. Any artist or graphics artist living or working in

TUESDAY MARCH 16 album hour at 8 pm David
Bowie—"Station to Station"

the Puget Sound area is welcome to submit an entry.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 17 album hour at 9 pm

a $250 award. Winner will be announced Saturday, April

Deadline for submission is Monday, April 5. There will be
10, 1976. For a prospectus and/or further information

"Lydia Pense and Cold Blood"

contact Allied Arts of Seattle-624-0432.

FRIDAY MARCH 19 album hour at 10 pm Jerry
Garcia—"Reflections"

campus flick schedule
No more "d or m -r oom" blues on Tuesday
nights ... Jeff Strong, Campur Flims chairman has

Pe rsoNkt.
S
EARN MONEY WHILE YOU SHOP. Sell ads for the
puget sound TRAIL with a 20% comil..ssion on each sale.
Contact Sue M.acelroy at the TRAIL off ice ex. 3278.
DEAR DONALD McGREGOR, May your 53 anniversary
be happy and always memorable. With Love, AS.A.S.
1975 Fiat a 1/9; 16,000 miles, Hadar detection FM-8

announced that Tuesday night flicks are back. Beginning
on March 16, UPS students can flee to movieland free of
charge. The schedule announced by Strong includes:
Reefer Madness and Olympia Brewing Company TV
commercials, 6:30 & 8 pm, March 16
The Point and Skater Dater,,7 & 9 pm, March 23
Casablanca and Betty Boop, 6:30 & 9 pm, April 13
Hard uays Night and Braverman 'a Condensed Cream
of Beatles, 7 & 0 pm, April 20
Adventures of Robin Hood (with Errol Flynn) and
Betty Boop, 6:30 & 9 pm, April 27
Hawaii, 6:30 & 9:30 pm, May 11'

Track stereo. Contact Tod Rankin 756-4291.
* tentative

